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Abstract
The Greek military academy was one of the earliest institutions of higher education in liberated Greece. In the
theoretical training offered at the Academy mathematics was the most important subject, necessary for the study
of more advanced technical subjects. The French École Polytechnique, which trained the Greek faculty, provided
the model for the Greek military academy. Legendre’s textbooks on geometry and trigonometry and Bourdon’s
manuals on arithmetic and algebra were the basis for the education of the Cadets, which also included Monge’s
descriptive geometry, mathematical mechanics, fortification, and topography.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Η Στρατιωτικη´ Σχολη´ Ευελπ´ιδων ε´ιναι ε´να απο´ τα πρω´τα ιδρυ´µατα ανωτα´της παιδε´ιας στην
απελευθερωµε´νη Ελλα´δα. Απο´ τα θεωρητικα´ µαθη´µατα που προε´βλεπε ο κονονισµο´ς, τα Μαθηµατικα´ η´ταν
τα σηµαντικο´τερα, καθω´ς η´ταν απαρα´ιτητα για την παρακολου´θηση πιο δυ´σκολων µαθηµα´των τεχνικου´
χαρακτη´ρα. Το προ´τυπο οργα´νωσης της Σχολη´ς η´ταν η Γαλλικη´ École Polytechnique που εκπα´ιδευσε
το ελληνικο´ επιστηµονικο´ προσωπικο´. Η γεωµετρ´ια και τριγωνοµετρ´ια του Legendre, η αριθµητικη´ και
α´λγεβρα του Bourdon και η παραστατικη´ γεωµετρ´ια του Monge, η µαθηµατικη´ µηχανικη´, η οχυρωµατικη´,
η τοπογραφ´ια, κλπ αποτελου´σαν τη βα´ση της εκπα´ιδευσης των Ευελπ´ιδων.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
The foundation of the military academy in Greece is inextricably connected with the creation of the
modern Greek state after almost four centuries of servitude. Indeed, one of the main concerns of Ioannis
Kapodistrias (1796–1831), the first governor of independent Greece, was to organize the army and the
education of the newly freed country. In this context one should place the foundation of the Greek military0315-0860/03/$ – see front matter  2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/S0315-0860(02)00023-X
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Practical training Theoretical training
Nomenclature of arms Arithmetic
Nomenclature of several types of artillery material Geometry




Construction of cannon and emplacements
Construction of ammunition
Academy on July 1, 1828. This was intended to educate capable officers, obedient to the commands of
the national government, and modern engineers who were to undertake the reconstruction of Greece.
The Academy was called “Company of the Evelpides” (Λο´χος των Ευελπ´ιδων. The name “Evelpides”
(Cadets) given to the students of the Academy was borrowed from the Ionian Academy,1 whose students
were called “Evelpides” because of their youth [Typaldos-Iakovatos, 1982, 50].
The responsibility for the organization of the military academy was granted by Kapodistrias to Colonel
Karl Heideck (1788–1861), the chief of the regular Greek army [Heideck, 1900–1901, 611]. Information
about the curricula can be drawn from a decree of December 21, 1828, the fourth part of which
referred to “matters concerning the Evelpides” [ΓΕΕ, 29 December 1828; Dimakopoulos, 1970, 131–
132; Vyzantios, 1853, 36–38]. The training for students who intended to join the artillery included both
practical courses on making cannon and emplacements and theoretical courses on design, arithmetic, and
geometry. The only appointed professor we know of was the mathematician Dimitrios Despotopoulos (it
is unknown when he was born and died), a graduate of the Ionian Academy, where he had been a student
of Ioannis Karantinos (1784–1834). Despotopoulos taught at the Military School until 1854. According
to the above-mentioned decree, his teaching included arithmetic and basic geometry [ΓΕΕ, 29 December
1828; Dimakopoulos, 1970, 131–132; Vyzantios, 1853, 36–38].
In the same year Kapodistrias proceeded to establish the Artillery Academy (Σχολη´ Πυροβολικου´),
which he entrusted to Jean-Henri-Pierre-Augustin Pauzié (1792–1848), a former student of the École
Polytechnique who served as a captain of the French Artillery Corps [ΓΑΚ (f) 11, July 1828, f 205]. The
organizational scheme submitted to Kapodistrias on July 11, 1828 provided both theoretical and practical
training. A basic condition for practical training required that all candidates should range between 15 and
16 years of age, while reading and writing skills were necessary for the theoretical training. Due to the
difficulty of finding candidates having the needed basic knowledge, the plan provided for the creation of
a preliminary grade. The studies would last two years, and the students would graduate as officers of the
artillery. Students planning to attend only the first year would graduate from the Academy as sergeants.
The first-year training was common to all students, and included the following practical and theoretical
courses, see Table 1.
The second-year training placed somewhat more emphasis on theory and included courses on basic
algebra, descriptive geometry, fortification, and linear and topographical design. These courses provided
the background for some practical courses taught in the same year, dealing with the design of various
1 The Ionian Academy was established at Corfu by Friedrich North Guilford (1766–1827) in 1824. It was a highly estimated
school of higher education. This Academy was closed in 1864, when Corfu was incorporated into the modern Greek state.
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Francoeur [1804, 1819]. There were also handbooks on infantry and artillery, on martial material, and on
seizing fortresses.
The Artillery Academy functioned for almost five months, until January 12, 1829, when it was
incorporated into the Central Military School, named this way after the French “École Centrale Militaire.”
Some qualified students of the Artillery Academy entered the new School as cadets [ΓΑΚ (c) 28,
December 1828, f 2]. The Central Military School also absorbed the “Company of the Evelpides,” whose
director was appointed to be the director of the School (Academy). The organizational plan of December
28, 1828 specifically provided for the merging of the two schools into the Central Military School
(Κεντρικη´ Στρατιωτικη´ Σχολη´ orΚεντρικο´ Πολεµικο´ Σχολε´ιο). Before consideration of the curriculum
of the new School (Academy) and the role of mathematics in it, it is worth describing the circumstances
of its foundation and the personalities involved, because they provide the key for understanding the trend
and content of the teaching offered by the school.
The foundation of the central military school
On December 2, 1828, Pauzié suggested that Kapodistrias establish a Military Polytechnic School
(Πολυτεχνικο´ Στρατιωτικο´ Σχολε´ιο) [Kapodistrias, 1841, 2:322–323]. The governor was sympathetic
to this proposal and entrusted Pauzié with the supervision of the two existing military schools (the
“Company of the Evelpides” and the Artillery Academy) as well as with the organizational plan of the
new School. Colonel Heideck was ordered to cooperate with Pauzié in this effort [Kapodistrias, 1841, 2,
338]. Both men signed the plan on December 28, 1828. It was written in French and divided into seven
chapters with 109 articles.2 The students of the new school would come from the two existing military
schools, which means that the level of the Central Military School was intended to be relatively high. The
Central Military School was modeled after the French École Polytechnique, which had been changed into
a military school by Napoleon’s decree in 1804 [Bradley, 1975, 425-449; see also Belhoste et al., 1994].
Although the Central Military School was military in nature, if a graduate from the School wished to
“run through the political arena,” according to Article 58 he was able to do so. According to the same
article, the best graduates would enroll in the artillery as officers, and in case there was no vacant post
they would be appointed to work on bridges, pavement making [HAMFA 24, May 1832; HAMFA 21,
June 1832], and salt works.3
The organizational plan of the Central Military School (Academy) was the first concerning institutions
of education to be drawn up in the Greek state. It was more complete then those of the Central School
of Aegina and the Ecclesiastical Academy4 [Daskalakis, 1968, 2, 826–828, and 3, 1690–1696]. The plan
was approved, and on January 12, 1829 two decrees were published. The first one appointed Captain
2 The titles of the chapters were as follows: (A) General regulations. (B) Several regulations with the following divisions:
military organization about arming and equipment; clothing; billeting and military uniforms. (C) Courses (Articles 67–
83). (D) Wages and responsibilities. (E) Discipline and penalties. (F) Special regulations. (G) Special courses [ΓΑΚ 21,
February 1829, f 102].
3 Salt works were considered a source of wealth for Greece [von Maurer, 1976, 588].
4 The Central School of Aegina and the Ecclesiastical Academy were established in 1828 and in 1830, respectively. Their
scope was to educate the teachers and the priesthood of the newly founded Greek state.
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artillery [ΓΑΚ (c) 12, January 1829, f 30; ΓΑΚ (f) 11, January 1829, f 303]. The second decree appointed
the faculty of the School (Academy), which included among others the mathematician Despotopoulos
[ΓΑΚ (c) 12, January 1829, f 30; ΓΑΚ (f) 11, January 1829, f 303; ΓΑΚ (b) 12, January 1829, f 181].
Two characteristics were common to all three military schools: first, the considerable French influence,
and second, the role of mathematics in the teaching curriculum. The ideas of the French Revolution, the
contact of Greece with Europe, and the interest of the French philohellenists in the enslaved nation
paved the way for a widespread use of the French language in the Greek territories. Since the end of the
18th century French was taught in the Greek schools situated in areas under Turkish occupation such
as Constantinople, Ioannina, Smyrna, Chios, and the Aegean islands and the Ionian Sea [Papageorgiou-
Provata, 1989, 419]. Under Kapodistrias’s regime, the teaching of French was introduced into the Central
School of Aegina [Koukou, 1989, 121].
French involvement in the setting up of Greek military education went back to 1827, when
Kapodistrias solicited the help of officers of the French government in organizing the army. The
French government judged Kapodistrias’ request to be of great political importance in promoting French
interests. With the recommendations of the French Ministry of War, Stamatis Voulgaris (1777–1842)
[TEE, 1976, 151–170], of Eptanissian origin, August-Theodore Garnot (1796–1869), and the geographer
Jean-Pierre Eugène Peytie (1793–1864) came to Greece, followed by Pauzié [Themeli-Katifori, 1987,
49]. As Garnot, Peytie, and Pauzié were former students of the École Polytechnique, the influence exerted
by the École Polytechnique on the Greek military academy (Central Military School) should not come
as a surprise. The political character of the French interference into Greek internal affairs is made even
clearer by the following episode: when in December 1828 Kapodistrias considered Pauzié’s proposal
concerning the foundation of a Military Polytechnic School he discussed the matter with Antoine de
Juchereau de Saint-Denys (1778–1842), consular agent of France in Greece, rather that with Pauzié
himself [Dimakopoulou, 1978, 21–58]. Kapodistrias occasionally tried to moderate the French influence
by giving powers to the German Colonel Heideck.
The École Polytechnique appears to have played an effective role in the French cultural penetration
of Greece. It also served as a model for the dominant role of mathematics in the teaching curriculum
[Langins, 1987, 1990; Belhoste et al., 1994]. Indeed, in all three Greek military schools (the “Company
of the Evelpides,” the Artillery Academy, and the Central Military School), mathematics was a basic
ingredient of the theoretical training. Most of the data we have deal with the Central Military School.
Before discussing them into detail we should briefly outline the structure of the education provided by
this school.
The length and content of the studies, as well as the procedures of promotion and graduation,
were defined by the organizational plan. The length of studies was nominally three years, which were
counted in inverse order. Thus, the third grade was the lowest, while the first was the most advanced
(Organizational Plan of 1829, Article 50). In fact, one more year was created, which was not mentioned
in the organizational plan. This grade was not counted separately, since it was the second part of the third
grade. Indeed, the latter was divided into two parts: the second one represented a preparatory grade while
the first part was the regular one. Cadets went from the second to the first part through examinations. All
the students were initially placed in the elementary grade IIIb [ΓΑΚ (a) 15, October 1829, f 102; Kotsonis,
1986, 282–292]. The creation of a special academic year must have been the result of the unsatisfactory
and uneven background of the students. The director himself described the cadets of the elementary grade
IIIb as “completely debutant.” In the beginning the courses were common to both grades, but later the
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ΓΕΕ 5, November 1830]. Judging from the available material, at the end of the academic year 1830–
1831 the education of the Evelpides in Grade IIIb included mathematics, Greek, and drawing [ΓΑΚ (e)
11, November 1831, f 122].
According to the organizational plan of 1829 (Articles 5 and 62), the academic year lasted from
November 1 to September 15 and finished with the final examinations. There is dispersed information
about the daily scheduled program of the Central Military School (academy). Training started in the
morning [ΓΑΚ (e) 3, February 1832, f 181] and carried on until sunset [Bouchard, 1970, 78–79], with a
break for lunch between 12:00 and 12:30. In addition to military exercises [ΓΑΚ (e) 3, February 1832,
f 181], the schedule included theoretical courses. The daily program at the Central School of Aegina
spanned from 8 in the morning to noon, and again in the afternoon from 2 to 5 p.m. (The daily program
at the École Polytechnique was from 8:00 to 14:00 and from 14:30 to 17:00, with military exercises
followed by theoretical courses between 17:00 and 20:00 [Bradley, 1975, 420].)
As for teaching, first of all it is worth remarking that for a great part of the 19th century in secondary
education, and later at the university level, the way mathematics was taught in Greece was by listening. In
other words, the professor’s monologue dominated the lectures [Toumasis, 1989, 153]. The only informa-
tion we have concerning the teaching methods at the Greek military school is related to the appointment of
an assistant to the teacher of mathematics.6 His duties were to maintain order in class and to deal with any
questions asked by the students, after the professor had finished his lecture [ΓΑΚ (e) 28, February 1832,
f 139]. Thus, we can argue that time was left for questions at the end of each lecture. Both this method
of teaching and the existence of an assistant were close to the French model. At the École Polytechnique
each lecture lasted an hour, but later it increased to an hour and a half, the additional half hour being de-
voted to questions and discussions related to the lecture [Grattan-Guinness, 1990, 1:96]. The figure of the
assistant to the teacher can also be found in the Central School of Aegina [Daskalakis, 1968, 1, 404–406].
In 1834, the Bavarians reorganized the Central Military School. The curriculum was increased to eight
years, and a great number of new subjects were added. Because of the low level of the candidates, the first
four years were preparatory grades, whereas the last four years were regular grades. Finally, the name of
the Academy (Central Military School) changed to Military School of Evelpides (Στρατιωτικη´ Σχολη´
των Ευελπ´ιδων), which is still in use.
Ioannis Karantinos
The Ionian Academy played a prime role in the teaching of physics and mathematics. The main
contributor to this was Ioannis Karantinos. Born in Kefalonia in 1784, at the age of 20 Karantinos enrolled
in the army of the Ionian Islands. In 1808 he entered the Academy of Corfu, having the French captain
of the engineering corps, Charles Dupin (1784–1873), as his teacher of sciences. Later he studied at the
École Polytechnique [Fourcy, 1828, 388]. In 1824 Karantinos was appointed professor of mathematics
at the Ionian Academy. He translated and published a number of books on mathematics. Thanks not only
5 In October 1830 the government created the Educational Council of the Military School, which was charged to “look after
the courses in general,” and to rule in cases of expulsion of the Evelpides [ΓΑΚ 14, October 1830, f 102, d 54].
6 Assistant to the teacher meant at that time a person with not enough qualifications to become a teacher in a school: see
[HHN, 1977, 13; 487].
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mathematics in Greece. He died insane in 1834 [Tsitelis, 1904, 196; Mazarakis, 1843, 385–394; Poulos,
1988, 179].
Karantinos incorporated the spirit of French mathematics into the curriculum. For the needs of
teaching he translated Bourdon [1821] (in 1828), Leslie [1829], Legendre [1823], and MT [1912–1913,
54]. These books contributed to establish mathematical education in Greece; they were used as teaching
manuals in many schools [Belia, 1970, 87]. In addition, Karantinos translated the following books
without publishing them: almost one half of Lagrange [1797], Biot [1823], Bourdon [1823], Poisson
[1809], and Santini [1819–1820] [Typaldos-Iakovatos, 1982, 92; ΓΑΚ (b) 22, May 1827, f 196]. It is
worth noting here that the governor Kapodistrias himself asked Karantinos to translate Bourdon [1821]
in order to meet the needs of the Greek schools [Kapodistrias, 1841, 3:102].
Mathematical courses
Mathematics was regarded as the most important subject in the theoretical education of the cadets.
The course schedule of the Central Military School (Organizational Plan of 1829, Article 71) valued
mathematics to the extent that the mathematics professor was paid 15 drachmas instead of the 12 given
to the professors of drawing and the Greek and French languages. Furthermore, the appointment of an
assistant to the professor of mathematics confirms the amount of time devoted to mathematical teaching.
This can also be seen in the syllabus of the academy (Central Military School) in the examinations at the
end of the year (academic progress exams) as well as in the way the final grade was determined.
First year mathematics covered arithmetic, including the use of logarithms, “the first four chapters of
Legendre [1823],” and quantitative arithmetic8 from the basics up to the solution of quadratic equations.
Second year’s mathematics included “Chapters 5, 6, and 8 of Legendre [1823],” trigonometry including
the use of sine tables, descriptive geometry, and principles of conic sections.
(a) Arithmetic
According to both the organizational plan (Article 64) and a letter of Pauzié to Karantinos, it seems
that Bourdon [1821] was used as teaching manual [ΓΑΚ (b) 22, May 1827, f 196; ΓΑΚ (d) 14, January
1829, f 12; ΓΑΚ (b) 19, April 1829, f 196]. The main criteria of selection were probably, on one hand,
the fact that the book already existed in Greek, and on the other hand, the fact that the book would meet
the French requirements. (A number of mathematical books were available in Greek, but they were not
used in the Central Military School, since they were aimed at elementary education or commerce.)
The Greek translation of Bourdon [1821] amounted to 510 pages, including a letter addressed to the
British Commander in Chief of the Ionian islands, who sponsored the publication. The content was
divided into two parts and eight chapters. The book presented advanced arithmetic notions. Besides,
Karantinos explained in the Introduction the reasons that led him to translate this book, which he
7 A list of Karantinos’s students can be found in Leslie [1829, 201].
8 The printed organizational plan of 1829 called it Quantitative, while the draft of the plan [ΓΑΚ, January 1829, f 102, d 54]
refers to it as Algebra. The term “quantitative” was used only by the Greek famous teacher Theofilos Kairis (1789–1853) in his
handwritten book bearing the same title and treating topics of algebra [Karapiperis, 1988, 85–86].
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was too long and inappropriate for young people. Karantinos replied to this criticism, stating that this
book displayed clarity and methodology and would help students in understanding difficult mathematical
notions [Legendre, 1823, transl. edn. 1840, 7].
Apparently the syllabus of the arithmetic course at the school coincided with the contents of Bourdon’s
book, since the program (organizational plan, Article 50) mentioned “Arithmetic with logarithms,” which
coincided with the content of the last chapter of the book. Originally this chapter was included in the
syllabus of the third (lowest) grade. However, the Council decided that the chapter would be taught
to cadets attending the preparatory year (IIIb) and during the first five months of the following year
[Daskalakis, 1968, 2:1425; EE 23, September 1831].
Some 200 copies of this book were bought by the government to cover the needs of Greek schools,
and the majority of them was distributed to schools around the country [ΓΑΚ (h) 29, July 1832, f 51;
ΓΑΚ (h) 8, August 1832, f 52]. According to the registration of 1832, two copies of it were kept at the
National Library of Aegina and 13 in the storerooms of the Orphanage of Aegina9 [ΓΑΚ (h), July 1832,
f 51]. After the reorganization of the Central Military School in 1834, arithmetic continued to be taught
in the preparatory grades. However, it is not known what handbooks were used.
(b) Geometry
When Pauzié and Heideck undertook the responsibility to organize the academy (Central Military
School) they decided (Organizational Plan of 1829) to distribute Legendre [1823] as a teaching handbook.
This choice was an easy one for the organizers of the Central Military School: Legendre [1823] was one
of the few French handbooks of geometry which had been translated into Greek.
Legendre [1823, transl. 1828] was the main handbook of mathematics in Greece during the 19th
century. The broad acceptance of this book is confirmed by its many translations into Greek [Kastanis,
1986, 9; Xanthopoulos, 1880, 137]. Apparently, Ioannis Koletis (1774–1847)10 [ΠΓΑΚ, 1976, 5,
15β:678] and Georgios Kalaras (it is unknown when he was born and died)11 had translated this book
[Kastanis, 1994, 5]; however, it was not printed and no manuscript has been found. Then Kapodistrias
encouraged Charalabos Paboukis (it is unknown when he was born and died)12 to translate this book,
providing him with all the necessary assistance [Kapodistrias, 1841, 3:101; ΓΑΚ (b) 2, May 1829,
f 198]. Kapodistrias also asked Karantinos for the translation of this book in order to meet the needs
of the schools [Kapodistrias, 1841, 3:102]. Eventually, in the period of time between February 1828 and
the end of August 1830 the government bought 600 copies of Karantinos’ translation of Legendre [1823]
[ΓΑΚ (h), August 1830, f 30b]. Out of those copies, 520 had been given to schools before July 15, 1832.
9 The orphans of the war were one of Kapodistrias’ main concerns. He ordered an orphanage to be build in Aegina, which
came into operation by 1829. This orphanage provided primary education as well as vocational training for some technical jobs
such as tailors, goldsmiths, and blacksmiths. A few orphans joined the Central Military School afterwards. Moreover, as the
orphanage was a spacious building, it was also used as a book storage, which later became the first National Library of Greece.
10 Koletis was one of the leaders of the Greek Revolution and in 1844 was elected Prime Minister of Greece.
11 He was one of the few (scholars) educated during the Greek Revolution.
12 Paboukis was the first teacher at the Greek school of Aegina [Koukou, 1989, 126]; later he taught at the schools of Akratas
and Arachovas [Daskalakis, 1968, 3:1888].
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According to both the content of Legendre’s book and Article 50 of the 1829 Organizational Plan,
the subjects to be taught were shared out in such a way that the lowest grade was taught plane geometry
while the second grade was taught geometry of solids, except Chapter 7 of Legendre’s book, which was
about the sphere. In order to cover the needs of the Central Military School, 40 copies were given to the
cadets so that each of them could have his own manual and was not obliged to keep notes during the
course [ΓΑΚ (e) 2, May 1830, f 5; ΓΑΚ (h) 20, September 1830, f 31b]. The new organizational plan of
1834 continued the teaching of Legendre’s geometry [ΓΑΚ (g) 17, March 1842, f 372].
(c) Algebra
According to the organizational plan (Article 64), Bourdon [1823] was used as the teaching manual of
algebra [ΓΑΚ (a), January 1829, f 102, d 32]. Its content shows that it was a sequel to Bourdon [1821]
on arithmetic. The criteria of this choice were similar to those for arithmetic and geometry. The book had
been translated by Karantinos, but it was never published. His two-volume translation amounted to 800
handwritten pages [ΓΑΚ (b) 22, May 1827, f 196] and was supposed to be published in Vienna or Corfu
[ΓΑΚ (b) 24, May 1829, f 211]. There is no evidence explaining why it remained unpublished. To the
author’s knowledge, the first Greek publication of Bourdon’s [1823] handbook of algebra was edited by
Spyridon Manaris, a student of Karantinos [Manaris, 1853].13
(d) Trigonometry
Although there is no relevant information about trigonometry in the Organizational Plan of 1829,
there exists a request submitted by the Central Military School to the orphanage of Aegina for 20
copies of Legendre [1823, transl. 1830] ([ΓΑΚ (h) 26, November 1830, f 33; ΓΑΚ (f) 9, December
1830, f 34]). The reasons for the choice of this particular handbook were the same as for the rest of the
mathematical handbooks. Even though there were books such as [Koumas, 1807], whose third volume
concerns trigonometry [Poulos, 1988, 57], Pauzié and Heideck did not use it. Apparently, it did not
represent the French model they wanted to apply to the Central Military School.
No manual was planned to be given to the cadets for the lectures of this course. Apparently,
the government ordered Karantinos to produce a Greek translation of Legendre’s Trigonometry.14
Karantinos’ translation is 183 pages long. The first 40 pages are an Introduction, pages 40 to 100
contain the treatise on trigonometry proper, while pages 101 to 117 constituted the Appendix, which
included answers to “Several questions on trigonometry.” Finally, pages 119 to 183 include notes related
to Legendre [1823]. This course was taught in the second grade. Trigonometry continued to be taught in
the 4th preparatory grade even after the reorganization of the Academy in 1834 [EK 17, August 1834].
13 This was in fact the second edition. The author has been unable to find the first one.
14 In a document addressed to the Secretary of Public Education, Andreas Moustoxidis (1785–1860), director of the Central
School of Aegina and the orphanage of Aegina, wrote that Karantinos was paid 600 δ´ιστηλα to purchase 200 copies of the book
Σειρα´ Στοιχειω´δους Μαθηµατικη´ς, and that the government owned 200 more copies on linear and spherical trigonometry of
Legendre, as well as 200 copies on algebra [ΓΑΚ 8, July 1830, f 30].
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The first French draft of the organizational plan (Article 64) required the cadets to be taught
Monge’s descriptive geometry [ΓΑΚ (a), January 1829, f 102, d 54]. The two Greek translations of
the organizational plan (in manuscript and printed form) do not mention Monge15 by name. According
to a statement by Karantinos, who was looking for donors able to finance his publications, he seems to
have translated a book on descriptive geometry, although it was never published [ΓΑΚ (b) 22, May 1827,
f 196].
Descriptive geometry was a very important part of technical education, and Monge had shown how to
use it for solving many problems in fortification. The teaching of descriptive geometry was meant to be
included in the curriculum of the second grade of the Central Military School, and was closely related to
other technical courses as drawing, fortification, and building. It was the first time that such a course was
taught in Greece.
In the academy (Central Military School), this course continued to be taught in the sixth grade after
the academy’s reorganization in 1834 [EK 17, August 1834]. (The term “descriptive” geometry had been
used in Greece all through the 19th century. Instead of it, the term “representative” (parastatiki) geometry
is used nowadays.)
Mathematics versus other fields taught at the academy
In order to appreciate the importance of mathematics in the education of the Central Military School
we have to compare it with the other subjects which were taught there. The general program of studies
was defined by Article 50 of the organizational plan, and consisted of the following topics [NPHA;
ΓΑΚ (a), January 1829, f 102, d 32; ΓΑΚ (a), January 1829, f 102, d 54], see Table 2.
One notices the importance of French language and mathematics, both of them being the basic
constitutive elements of the theoretical education in the first two years of the School. A comparison
of the teaching of Greek and French languages is also suggestive: Greek was taught only in the lowest
(third) grade, while French was taught during the first two years of the program. This choice reflects
the desire of the French to culturally penetrate into Greece, and also explains the use of French manuals
until they were translated into Greek. These activities were also encouraged by the dominant view that
learning French language would provide the means to make Greeks familiar with the ideas of the French
Revolution as well as with the sciences that had developed successfully after the declaration of democracy
[Padelodimos, 1989, 431].
No mathematics was included in the curriculum of the last year, but the technical and military courses
offered to senior students were based on mathematics. The direction of the Central Military School seems
to have highly valued the course of mechanics, since it counted significantly for the final grade. The title
of the course mentioned in the examination records was mathematical mechanics [ΓΑΚ (e) 11, July 1831,
f 99]. Most likely, the book used in this course was Poisson [1809].
In an article of 1861 “about mathematics,” the Official Military Journal confirmed the great importance
of physics and mathematics for the military training in Greece. Having repeated Plato’s words that
15 For a biography of Gaspard Monge, see Taton [1951]. See also Mathias [1980].
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Third grade (first year)
Theoretical training Practical training
Greek language Drawing
French language Tactical movements of the infantry
Mathematics
Second grade (second year)
Theoretical training Practical training
French language Linear and topographical drawing
Mathematics Movements of the infantry and artillery
First grade (third year)
Principles of permanent fortification concerning fighting
against the wall and from the wall, specifically for the artillery
Land surveying with magnetic compass and abacus
(geometrical table)
Principles of chemistry, physics, and mechanics Technical and mechanical drawing
Principles of civil engineering Military reconnaissance
Principles of topography Production of ammunition
Temporary fortification Construction of emplacements, piers, etc.
Use of the artillery in an expedition, in the fortresses, and in the
camps
Physical exercise
Targeting with guns of the infantry and the artillery
“mathematics makes spirit and brain powerful as does physical exercise to the body,” the article
continued by stating that arithmetic, geometry, physics, and chemistry were the most important courses
in military training. Moreover, it considered drawing, geography, fortification, topography, military
exercise, aiming, and bullet making as courses deriving from mathematics and essential in the teaching
program of the School [ΕΣΕ 15, October 1861, 238].
In Greece, as in other countries, technical education was offered mainly in military schools. Teaching
technical subjects in the Central Military School, especially in the first (senior) grade, was a pioneering
process in Greek education which made this kind of knowledge available in Greece for the first time
[Biris, 1957, 15]. Technical subjects included construction, fortification, topography, and drawing. Their
teaching program included not only theoretical but also practical applications.
Without underestimating the importance of the mathematical subjects taught in the School, it was the
teaching of technical subjects that happens to have materialized the French plan for the establishment
of a military school—military polytechnic school, as it was called in the French proposal [Kapodistrias,
1841, 2, 322]—according to the example of the École Polytechnique. As in France, such education met
not only engineering needs (road and bridge construction, fortification maintenance) but also artillery
needs. This explains why for a long time the Evelpides after the graduation joined the engineering and
the artillery sectors almost exclusively.16
16 From 1815 to 1829, 22% of the French engineers were engineering corps officers and 25% of them were artillery corps
officers [Shinn, 1980, 186].
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(a) Construction (principles of civil engineering and engineering drawing)
There is no information available concerning this course. It was not included as a separate course in
the final examinations of 1831, and it was possibly taught in combination with fortification, because their
subjects were similar. After the Bavarian reorganization of 1834 it was not included any more in the
new plan, but considerable emphasis was given to architecture and architectural drawing [EK 17, August
1834].
(b) Drawing
The importance of drawing was great for both the elementary and the military education, and a relevant
French handbook [Francoeur, 1819, transl. 1831] was translated into Greek. Drawing was taught in all
grades of the school including the preliminary one [ΓΑΚ (e) 11, November 1831, f 122]. It is possible
that the course of studies in the third grade was the same as the one taught in the elementary schools.
In the second grade teaching was extended to linear and topographical drawing. In the same year the
course of descriptive geometry was taught, a subject which provided basic knowledge for the teaching of
technical engineering and topographical drawing [Booker, 1979, 114]. Teaching this subject in the first
(senior) grade should have been specialized, and possibly included drawing of cuts, ground plans, and so
on. Topographical and graphic drawing were listed among the subjects of final examinations [ΓΑΚ (e)
11, July 1831, f 99].
(c) Topography
According to the organizational plan (Article 50), the teaching of topography included both theoretical
(basic topography) and practical (field measurements and military reconnaissance) courses. The object
of topography was mainly the illustration in a diagram of all objects that characterize the shape and the
exterior appearance of a place [Apostolou, 1883, 2]. The object of field measurements was to estimate the
length and width of a place and to divide it into parts which could be calculated [Apostolou, 1883, 5]. In
the 19th century military reconnaissance was the object of topography, and yielded information about the
appearance of a part of land with the help of a simple note and a topographical drawing [Apostolou, 1883,
6]. Nowadays, military reconnaissance is the effort to collect information about the enemy’s situation in
the combat field and the operations in the area [ΚΣΟ, 1983, 10]. The difference between the modern
and the old meaning of reconnaissance lay in the fact that in the past it concerned a larger body of
information about the enemy than it does nowadays. More specifically, it involved the recruiting system,
the morale, and the army organization, and was not limited to the enemy’s situation and the battlefield
under consideration [Apostolou, 1883, 2]. Topographical drawing formed a separate subject in the final
examinations of 1831 [ΓΑΚ (e) 11, July 1831, f 99]. In November 1830, a special officer (professor)
[ΓΑΚ (e) 4, December 1830, f 47] was hired to teach topography and fortification [ΓΑΚ (e) 24, February
1832, f 181].
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Very little is known about the teaching of this subject. In a later handbook of the Evelpides School,
“fortification” is defined as “the art which teaches the organization and construction of these works
(which increase the defensive value of a place)” whereas “the outcome is called a fort” [Konstantinidis,
1883, 7]. Apparently, the direction of the School paid attention to the teaching of this subject. “Artillery
fortification” formed a separate topic in the final examinations of 1831 with a grade coefficient of 7,
whereas mathematics had grade 8 (which was the highest mark) and infantry had grade 6 [ΓΑΚ (e) 11,
July 1831, f 99].
Fortification was the subject most widely taught in military schools. It is worth remembering that
descriptive geometry originated in Monge’s work on fortification drawing [Kemp, 1990, 224].
The examination system
The weight of mathematics in the Central Military School (Academy) was evident in the examinations.
The 1829 organization plan (Articles 53 and 58) established two sets of exams, (1) at the end of each
academic year (academic progress exams), and (2) before graduation (final exams). The examination
committee determined that the pass level for each Evelpis equaled 2/3 of the highest mark [ΓΑΚ (e) 11,
November 1831, f 122].17
According to all records, examinations were a very official event. During these exams several
government secretaries, as well as the French consular agent, were present [LCG 1, November 1830].
Kapodistrias himself attended the 1830 exams, and during the graduation of 1831 he personally put the
shoulder straps (second lieutenant’s rank) on the new second lieutenants during the commencement [ΓΕΕ
23, September 1831]. The exams were oral and each student was examined in front of the committee, as
was the case in the Artillery and Engineering School of Metz.
The marking scale of the Central Military School was similar to those of the École Polytechnique and
the School of Metz [Barnard, 1862, 146]. At the annual academic progress exams it would have been
from 0 to 20, since there were marks above 10. Then, during the 1831 final exams the scale would have
changed to 0–10, since none of the students was graded higher than 8. The final mark and the ranking of
the student were established by adding all the marks (multiplying the grade coefficient by the mark).
The courses under examination with their corresponding grade coefficient were the following, see
Tables 3–6.
The dominant position of mathematics over all other courses is evident by its grade coefficient. In
the preliminary class it was 4 vs 5 for the military courses, while in the following grades mathematics
came first in importance with a grade coefficient of 8 vs 7 for military courses. Not surprisingly, in the
annual academic progress examinations of 1829 the Greek language had the lowest grade coefficient 1
(the French language had 2). This was probably due to the fact that the schedule was made by the French
without the help of any Greek professor. Such a professor was appointed for the first time on February
21, 1829. The inappropriate learning of Greek language and the indifference shown by the French for
this course turned to a case when a second lieutenant addressed a document to Greek authorities in
17 The examinations committee of the France Military School at Metz had established 2/3 of the highest mark as the minimum
requirement for a second lieutenant to graduate.
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Third grade. β′class (preliminary) (IIIβ) [ΓΑΚ (a) 15,
October 1829, f 102; Kotsonis, 1986, 291–292]
Courses Grade coefficient






Third grade. α′class (IIIα)
Courses Grade coefficient
Mathematics 8





Second grade (II) [ΓΑΚ (e) 11, November 1831, f 122]
Courses Grade coefficient
Mathematics 8





First (senior) grade (I) [ΓΑΚ (e) 11, July 1831, f 99]
Courses Grade coefficient
Mathematical mechanics 8
Fortified artillery positions 7
Infantry 6
Drawing (linear, topographical) 5
Various other subjects 4
French 3
Greek 3
French [ΓΑΚ (e) 4, May 1832, f 150]. After 1831 the Greek language received increasing importance in
comparison to French.
French influence
We have already commented on the influence exerted by the École Polytechnique upon the Ionian
Academy and the Central Military School. Outstanding teachers and former students of the École
Polytechnique such as Ioannis Karantinos conveyed French ideas into the Greek educational system.
A significant part of the content of the studies at the School, especially in mathematics and literature,
may be considered as providing knowledge similar to, or proportional to, that required for the candidates’
entry to the École Polytechnique [Fourcy, 1828, 375; Belhoste, 1994, 43–44 and 163–164].
Legendre and Bourdon [Fourcy, 1828, 150 and 176] were among the examiners in the entry
examinations of the École Polytechnique. The latter had published manuals that included the material
required for the entry exams [Belhoste, 1994, 46–48]. As we have already mentioned, Bourdon’s manuals
on arithmetic and algebra had been translated into Greek by Karantinos and were used in the third (junior)
and second grades of the Central Military School. Moreover, the geometry curriculum, as well as that of
trigonometry and conic sections, and the elementary knowledge in physics and chemistry were similar
to those required for the entry examinations of the École Polytechnique. By comparing the curricula
of the first two years at the Central Military School with the knowledge required of the candidates for
the École Polytechnique we realize that the third (junior) and second grades provided secondary level
(secondary schools) of education, while the course of descriptive geometry introduced the student to
higher education. The teaching subjects, especially the course of mathematics, engineering, and artillery
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more advanced than that one required for the École Polytechnique candidates. By and large, the quality of
the studies provided by the Central Military School placed it at an intermediate level between secondary
and advanced French schools.
Conclusion
The Central Military School (military academy) was one of the first institutions of higher education in
the modern Greek state. The governor of Greece, Ioannis Kapodistrias, invited the French to organize it,
and they applied the successful model of the École Polytechnique—which trained the Greek faculty and
supplied many of the teaching manuals—to the particular case of Greece. The Central Military School
provided the newly founded state with the trained personnel needed for a regular army and the engineers
required to build a modern infrastructure.
The Central Military School offered mostly theoretical training. Among the teaching subjects,
mathematics was the most important and it was necessary for the study of more advanced technical
subjects. This importance is reflected in both the curriculum and the share it had in the final grade of the
cadets. A system of oral examinations modeled after the Artillery and Engineering School of Metz was
instituted. The mathematical training offered by the Central Military School was based on Legendre’s
textbooks on geometry and trigonometry, Bourdon’s manuals of arithmetic and algebra, and Monge’s
descriptive geometry, all of them in Greek translations provided by Ioannis Karantinos.
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ΓΑΚ (a). Vlachoyannis: Γραµµατε´ια Ναυτικω´ν–Στρατιωτικω´ν (Vlachoyannis collection: Department of Army & Navy).
January 1829, folder 102, document 32: Greek manuscript of the organizational plan mentioning that the Cadets were to be
given a copy of Bourdon’s Arithmetic. Only the original text does not mention who was the author of that book.
January 1829, folder 102, document 54: Draft organizational plan in France.
21 February 1829, folder 102.
15 October 1829, folder 102: Grades of the first annual academic progress examinations of 1829.
ΓΑΚ (b). Γενικη´ Γραµµατε´ια (General Secretariat).
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12 January 1829, folder 181.
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8 July 1830, folder 30.
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HAMFA. Ιστορικο´ Αρχε´ιο του Yπουργε´ιου των Εξωτερικω´ν (Historical Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs).
Secretary of the Territory, 24 May 1832, folder 95, document 1: Manuscript concerning the architect Kleanthis and colonel
Schaubert, who were responsible for composing the plan of Athens.
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